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PRESENTATION ABSTRACTS 
 
Session 1  10:30 – 11:15     Location:  Room ECC  26A                                          45 min       

 
Tech Solutions for the ESL Classroom                                                                                         Workshop 

By:   Timothy Palmer – UC San Diego English Language Institute             A, C/U, IEP, TEL* 
 
With the rapid development of technology, there are so many new website applications, and portable 
devices which can facilitate a teacher's administrative duties, as well as enhance and supplement ESL 
students' educational experience. The aim of the presentation is to inform participants about several 
Learning Management Systems (LMS), such as Moodle, Schoology, and Edmodo, and web/mobile apps, 
and how to integrate them into the ESL classroom using laptops, tablets, and smartphones. 
 
 
Session 1  10:30 – 11:15    Location:  Room ECC  26B                                                       45 min          

 
Academics Readers’ Missing Skill: Multiword Vocabulary                                       Demonstration   
By:   Deborah Gordon – SBCC and UCSB Extension                             S, A, CC, C/U, IEP, GENERAL* 
  
More and more teachers recognize that some vocabulary items consist of more than one word. 
However, the amount of effort and text space devoted to expanding students’ multiword repertoire is 
typically minimal and the approach haphazard. In this demonstration, I will discuss the research on 
formulaic sequences and the need for teaching vocabulary in this way, and how learning about MWVs 
builds student confidence as learners meet new words in academic texts. 

 
 
Session 1  10:30 – 11:15     Location:  Room ECC  27A                                           45 min    

 
Asian Student Preferences Regarding Teaching Approaches:                                                                 Paper 
Traditional vs. Student-Centered                                             
By:      Aaron David Mermelstein - Ming Chuan   University, Taipei         S, A, CC, C/U, IC, G, NNL* 
                                  
In Asia many teachers continue using traditional teaching approaches. However, are these teaching 
approaches, matching the educational needs of the students? This study looks into the preferences of 
Taiwanese EFL university students towards instructor-centered, student-centered, and content-
centered teaching approaches, and offers pedagogical suggestions for teachers in EFL environments. 
The statistical analysis indicates that the participants can recognize the differences among the 
approaches, clearly prefer the student-centered approach, and hold more positive attitudes towards 
student-centered learning. 
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Session 1  10:30 – 11:15              Location:  Room 27B                   45 min       

 
Teaching Pronunciation: The most important things I've learned                                    Workshop  
after doing this for 30 years 
By:      Bonnie Blakley – SBCC – non-credit                              S, A, CC, U, IEP, G* 
                                  
What are the most important things you can do to help your students sound more American? As well 
as tools and techniques for specific sounds, we'll talk about what makes the biggest difference in 
pronunciation teaching and learning. 
 
          
Session 1  10:30 – 11:15     Location:  Room ECC 28                                                             45 min    

 
Promoting Language Proficiency and Cultural Awareness                                       Discussion 
Through The Use of Multiliteracies       
By:     Vivian Mach – USC                                                            E, G, IC, TEL* 
  

              
Students can develop different forms of Language Proficiency through the utilization of multimodal 
literacy in critical analysis practices. In this lesson plan, beginning and intermediate English Language 
Development (ELD) elementary students will be able to enhance their conversational fluency, discrete 
language skills, and academic language proficiency by critically analyzing pictures taken of their school 
and neighborhood communities. 
 
 
Session 1  10:30 – 12:15        Location:  Room ECC 29     DOUBLE SESSION (1)            1 hr    45 min       

 
Pragmatics in the Language Classroom                                    Workshop 
By:     Rebekah Palmer – UCSD English Language Institute                           A, CC, C/U, IEP, G, NNL, TEW* 
 
Pragmatics is the study of the “hidden rules” of language – without knowledge of these rules, learners 
cannot successfully integrate into the target culture. In this interactive workshop, we will discuss why 
(and how) you should include pragmatics instruction in your language classroom. The presentation will 
include the basics of the theory, as well as the applied, practical steps that you can take to increase 
your students’ pragmatic competence. 
 
 

Session 2   11:30 – 12:15                Location:  Room  ECC 26A                                        45 min       

 
Ventures: Building College and Career Readiness in the Classroom and Online             Demonstration 
By:      Annette Acosta – Cambridge University Press                                                A, CC, TLL* 
 
Come discover ways to make your adult ed students college and career ready – right from the start! An 
Online Workbook, updated Arcade, Online Teacher’s Resource Room, teacher Presentation Plus tool, 
plus new low-level interactive worksheets allow teachers freedom to address CCR standards and 
student needs while providing Ventures and success in English language learning. 
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Session 2   11:30 – 12:15               Location:  Room ECC 26B                                        45 min       

 
Want to Teach Abroad? Hear How These Teachers Did It!                          Panel Discussion 
Moderated By:  Paul Mori, Ph.D. – Westmont College                                       G, NLL* 
                         
Presenters who worked as teachers in different kinds of English language programs will talk about how 
they went about their search and how they got their jobs. They will present perspectives on what to 
expect, what not to expect, how to be ready for the unexpected and how to prepare well before 
leaving the US. The session will include time for questions and a discussion of working overseas in 
general and current opportunities. 
 
 
Session 2   11:30 – 12:15                Location:  Room ECC 27A                                                    45 min 

 
New Edition of Great Writing series… the perfect writing solution for learners                          Workshop 
at all levels, from beginning to the transition into college!            CC, U, IEP* 
By:    Steven Maggiore – National Geographic Learning (formerly Heinle)    
                       
Using examples from the new edition of the Great Writing series, the presenter will show how teaching 
is easier and learning is enhanced by incorporating the following features and techniques into writing 
instruction: •Student writing models, •Guided writing activities, •Vocabulary development, 
•Integrated grammar, •Timed writing practice, •Technology      
            
 
 
Session 2   11:30 – 12:15                 Location:  Room ECC 27B                                                        45 min    

 
Extending the Classroom: Success in the 21st Century                                                             Workshop  
By:     Susan Gaer – Pearson                                                   A, CC, IEP, TLL, TEW* 
 

 
Rapid changes in our occupational and educational landscape compel language teaching to move 
beyond the print literacies. The presenter will identify key 21st Century skills and demonstrate how to 
integrate video and digital media in both classroom and independent learning so students learn all 
the skills they need to succeed. 
        
Session 2   11:30 – 12:15                 Location:  Room ECC 28                                                 45 min 

 
Degrees of B.S., Profanity, Euphemism and Acceptable Speech                                           Demonstration 
By:     Samuel Harley – ELS, Thousand Oaks                                            E, S, A, CC, U, IEP, TEW* 
    
The standard of what language is acceptable or unacceptable in the workplace, airwaves, and public 
has been changing radically in the last 50 years. This embarrassing but necessary conversation will 
explore the degrees of profanity and euphemism to help English learners understand what vocabulary 
is acceptable in a given situation. 
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Session 2   10:30 – 12:15              Location:  Room ECC 29        DOUBLE SESSION (2)         1 hr  45 min    

 
Pragmatics in the Language Classroom                                      Workshop 
By:     Rebekah Palmer – UCSD English Language Institute                            A, CC, C/U, IEP,G, NNL, TEW* 
 
Pragmatics is the study of the “hidden rules” of language – without knowledge of these rules, learners 
cannot successfully integrate into the target culture. In this interactive workshop, we will discuss why 
(and how) you should include pragmatics instruction in your language classroom. The presentation will 
include the basics of the theory, as well as the applied, practical steps that you can take to increase 
your students’ pragmatic competence. 
   
   
Session 3   1:45 – 2:30             Location:  Room ECC 26A                           45 min 

 
Tips for Teaching Chinese Students                          Workshop                          
By:  Jaala Thibault – UCSB and SBCC                             S, A, CC, U, G*  
 
As our population of students from mainland China rises, it is increasingly important for us as 
educators to understand where they come from, and what they expect from education here in the US. 
Like all of our ESL students, Chinese students bring unique expectations, as well as their own learned 
habits from China, into the classroom. During this presentation, you will learn about how mainland 
China's education system prepares students for college and university, and what you can do to help 
them succeed here in the states. Information will be appropriate for teaching Chinese students at all 
levels, but specific to college and university settings. 
 
 
Session 3   1:45 – 2:30              Location:  Room ECC 26B                           45 min 

 
Student Panel: Hear About Students’ Perspective on Learning English                             Panel Discussion 
Moderated By:   Bonnie Blakely – SBCC – Non Credit                                   G* 
 
What does it feel like to be English learners?  Listen to students share their perspectives and challenges 
on what it’s like to be in the classroom.  
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Session 3   1:45 – 2:30              Location:  Room ECC 27A                           45 min 

 
Empower and Inspire Students to Write Engaging Summaries                            Demonstration                       
By:  Randall Rightmire – EMS Program, UC Santa Barbara                                                 S, A, CC, U, IEP*  
             
Summary and analysis of source texts is an essential academic writing skill, yet second language writers 
come to the practice with a limited view of the forms and purposes of summary. New academic writers 
need exposure to and practical experience with distinctions such as quotation vs. paraphrase, original 
analysis vs. source text, intellectual property vs. public domain, and appropriate use vs. plagiarism. 
We’ll break down the use of source texts into several discrete techniques; then we’ll see writing 
activities that will make your students masters of the summary. 
 
 
Session 3   1:45 – 2:30               Location:  Room ECC 27B                           45 min 

 
Boomerang: Using the Internet to Solve Learning Problems it Created                               Demonstration 
By:     Piera Fumagalli – California State University, Northridge        E, S, AA, CC, U, IEP, G, TLL, TEW* 
         
Students these days seem to have a reduced ability to think critically, focus, take notes, retain 
information, and write. Although technology may be the cause of this, the Internet itself can be 
harnessed to addict students to their studies, encourage perfectionism, and instruct learners how to 
avoid plagiarism.  Moodle or other Course Management Systems, Criterion, and Turnitin can compete 
with the Internet as a multimedia world. All levels, but best from intermediate and up. 
 
 
Session 3   1:45 – 2:30               Location:  Room ECC 28                                                             45 min 

 
What’s the Best Approach to Teaching EAP?                                          Demonstration    
By:   Annette Acosta – Cambridge University Press                            CC, U, IEP, TLL* 
  
Recent research has identified 3 common approaches to teaching Academic English, each different in 
its focus and offering different benefits. This presentation covers the makeup and benefits of each 
approach, how to apply them to different teaching situations, and how to assess which one is right for 
you or your school. One of these approaches will include a demonstration of a new robust 
online platform for The  21st century. 
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Session 3   1:45 – 3:30             Location:  Room ECC 29       DOUBLE SESSION (1)    1 hr  45 min 

 
Classroom Management and Reducing Teacher Talk                          Workshop 
By:   Jaime Haile – ELS Language Center, Thousand Oaks                            E, S, A ,CC, U, IEP, TEW* 
 
This workshop aimed at all language levels consists of a collaborative effort to share insights on 
classroom management tips as well as the reduction of teacher talk. Two Prezi presentations along 
with interactive discussions and activities to engage the participants will be presented. The workshop 
will conclude with an interactive quiz to review topics covered during the workshop. Participants will 
leave the workshop with handouts of main ideas. 
 
 
Session 4   2:45 – 3:30                  Location:  Room ECC 26A                            45 min 

 
Motivation in the ESL Classroom                          Workshop           
By:   Pamela Fetter – California State University, Northridge / ELC                A, CC, C/U, IEP, G, IC, NLL* 
 
How can we motivate our ESL students to come to class, to be engaged in the learning process, and 
to be willing to participate in their education? We will examine various theories of Second Language 
Motivation and discuss the implications of those theories by looking at strategies we can apply in 
our instruction. We will practice a few of those strategies and talk about whether or not they would 
work for our students. 
 
 
Session 4   2:45 – 3:30                   Location:  Room ECC 26B                           45 min 

 
Employers’ Panel:  What it Takes to Get a Job in ESL!                                        Panel discussion 
Moderated By:   Hilary Tomczik – UCSB                                               A, CC, C/U* 
 
Find Out: Where are the jobs? What does it take to get them? When and how to apply? Short 
employer presentations will be followed by Q and A. 
 
 
 

Session 4   2:45 – 3:30             Location: Room ECC 27A                           45 min 

 
Improving EFL Learners’ Reading Levels through Extensive Reading                             Paper 
By:      Aaron David Mermelstein – Ming Chuan University, Taipei            S, A, CC, C/U, G, IEP, NLL* 
 
This quantitative 12 week study examined the effects of extensive reading on EFL/ESL students’ 
reading levels. Eighty-seven participants engaged in a weekly sustained silent reading activity. A 
statistical analysis indicated more significant gains in the reading levels of the treatment group than of 
the control group. The findings suggest that ER can provide a successful alternative approach to 
improving learners’ reading development. The article also offers suggestions for incorporating ER into 
an ESL/EFL program.  
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Session 4   2:45 – 3:30               Location:  Room ECC 27B                                                           45 min 

 
Bypassing the Translator: Context Learning Taught as a Discrete Skill                          Demonstration 
By:      Samuel Harley  – ELS, Thousand Oaks                 S, A, CC, U, IEP* 
               
Context learning, the original way we learn language, is also the most effective way to learn which 
word is appropriate for a particular situation. Yet, students want to translate every new word 
immediately. This presentation will show ways to teach context vocabulary acquisition by teaching it as 
a discrete skill. 
 
 
Session 4   2:45 – 3:30                  Location:  Room ECC 28                               45 min 

 
Songs for Teaching Grammar for Beginning to Advanced ESL Students                                        Workshop    
By:   Kathy Dichirico – Conejo Valley High School                                         S, A, CC* 
 
The presenter will demonstrate the use of original, fun songs to liven up any English classroom! Jump'n 
English songs were developed to target specific grammar structures, and are based on brain research. 
Lesson materials address grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and intonation. The songs are very 
effective for beginning and intermediate students, but advanced English Learners will also enjoy and 
benefit from this practice. The presenter will provide a brief overview to the Jump'n English website. 
Participants will have access to a free song and complete materials including audio download, 
worksheets, and lesson plans. 
 
 
Session 4   1:45 – 3:30            Location:  Room ECC 29 DOUBLE SESSION (2)              45 min 

 
Classroom Management and Reducing Teacher Talk                          Workshop 
By:   Jaime Haile – ELS Language Center, Thousand Oaks                            E, S, A ,CC, U, IEP, TEW* 
 
This workshop aimed at all language levels consists of a collaborative effort to share insights on 
classroom management tips as well as the reduction of teacher talk. Two Prezi presentations along 
with interactive discussions and activities to engage the participants will be presented. The workshop 
will conclude with an interactive quiz to review topics covered during the workshop. Participants will 
leave the workshop with handouts of main ideas. 
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Legend: 
Below is the key to identifying educational levels for presentations. 
Levels: 
E = Elementary 
S= Secondary 
A=Adult 
CC = Community College 
C/U = University 
IEP = Intensive English Program 
G = General 
IC = Intercultural Communications 
TEL = Technology-Enhanced Language Learning 
NNL = Non-native Language Educators’ Issues 
TEW = Teaching English in the Workplace 


